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ThePeril to OurPrivacy
by SueA. Blevins
f the Bush administration has its way,
beginning in April 2003 individuals’ personal health information--including
genetic information--will be shared with
data-processing companies, insurance companies, doctors, hospitals, researchers, and
others without their consent. This is a major
shift from today’s standard wherebypatients
give their consent before their medical
records are shared with third parties. The
administration proposes to eliminate the
current standard in order to make processing
medical claims more efficient. If the changes
are adopted, every Americanwill have effectively lost any ability to maintain a confidential doctor-patient relationship.
Howdid the federal medical privacy rule
come about? Who was behind it? What
can Americans do to protect their medical
privacy?
Until now, health privacy was considered
a matter regulated by the states. Every state
has a law to protect citizens’
medical
records. However, abiding by 50 different
state privacy laws has proved difficult for the
industries that want to create a national
health-information system. National leaders
of the medical, hospital, health-insurance,
and other industries have been working for
over a decade to nationalize standards for
electronic claims processing. In 1991 the

Workgroup for Electronic Data Interchange
(WEDI)was established to lobby Congress
for legislation to enable electronic medical
records and payment systems.
WEDIwas instrumental in getting many
of its goals incorporated into the infamous
Clinton health-care plan. President Clinton’s
1993 Health Security Plan included a provision titled "Administrative Simplification."
It called for establishing a national healthinformation infrastructure, requiring unique
identifiers to be assigned to four groups for
processing medical claims electronically:
every (1) health-care provider, (2) health
plan, (3) employer, and (4) individual.
Administrative Simplification
plan also
called for creating uniform national codes
for medical claims and for establishing federal medical privacy rules. The bottom line is
that you can’t create a national health-care
system without standardized information.
Congress and the American people vehemently rejected the Clinton plan to nationalize health care. However,the Administrative
Simplification provision was tucked away in
the Health Insurance Portability
and
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), which
was signed into law on August 21, 1996
(Public
Law 104-191).
Many remember
HIPAAas the legislation that was supposed
to make health insurance portable and
affordable. (It never met those purported
goals.)
Under HIPAA,the same four groups
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tronically. Thanksto the diligent work of
U.S. Representative RonPaul, federal funding for a health-identifier system has been
put on hold over the past few years. But
unless that provision of the HIPAA
statute is
repealed, all Americans may soon be
assigned a numberfor tracking their medical
informationfrom cradle to grave.
Awarethat the Americanpeople were concerned about medical privacy, legislators
included a provision in HIPAA
requiring that
a medical-privacy law be passed by August
21, 1999, or the secretary of Health and
HumanServices (HHS)would have to generate such a rule. HIPAA
also included a provision that gave WEDI(and other groups)
legislative authority to advise HHSon the
forthcomingnational health-information system and medicalprivacy. Congressmissedits
self-imposed deadline, and the authority to
establish federal regulations for medicalprivacyshifted to the Clinton administration.

Clinton
Administration
Rule
In November1999 the Clinton administration proposedfederal regulations relating
to medical privacy. They would have prohibited doctors, hospitals, and others from
obtaining patients’ consent before releasing
their medical information. However, the
public spoke out against the rule. HHS
received more than 52,000 commentsduring
the public commentperiod. The issue most
discussed was patient control of personal
health information.
A final federal medical privacy rule was
published in December2000, just before
President Clinton’s departure. It prohibited
release without consent of information for
treatment, payment, or "health care operations"--a broad term encompassing many
activities. However,manyother third parties
did not needpatients’ consent before obtaining their medical records. These included
law-enforcement
officials, researchers,publichealth officials, and manymore.
The medicaland insurance industries were

strongly opposedto the consent provision as
it appearedin the final rule. Theylobbiedthe
incomingadministration strongly to eliminate it. Not surprisingly, in March2002the
Bush administration proposed to modifythe
rule so that health-care insurers, providers,
institutions, and others could transfer medical informationelectronically to pay claims,
treat patients, and do other tasks--without
patients’ consent. Instead, the Bushadministration called for providers simplyto notify
patients about howtheir information is
being shared. It will completethe revisions
in the comingmonths.
In essence, the federal government
is giving the medicalindustry regulatory authority
to decide whether personal health information can be obtained by others without
patients’ permission. What’s more, WEDI
and other medical-industry groups strongly
support pre-empting state laws regarding
medicalprivacy. Giventheir strong lobbying
success, it is likely that in the near future
state laws will be replaced by the federal
medical-privacy rule. This will be a large
leap towardnational health care.
The privacy rule is one of the greatest
infringements on liberty that this country
has ever experienced.It applies to all citizens, whetherthey rely on governmentassistance or pay privately for their health care.
As written and soon to be enforced, the rule
requires doctors, therapists, and other
providers to share patients’ health-related
information--including psychotherapynotes
--with the secretary of HHS.The government’srationale is that federal agents need
to invade your privacyto protect it.
Theonly waythat citizens will be able to
maintain their medical privacy in coming
years is to have private contracts with doctors andother health-careproviders. It is not
clear whetherthe current version of the privacyrule will interfere with an individual’s
right to makecontracts. But whatis clear is
that every Americanis losing the freedomto
maintain a confidential doctor-patient
relationship.
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TheDangerof National
Identification
by David M. Brown

t seems innocuous. Whatcould be so sinister about finding out whopeople are?
But the national identification regimethat
some in government and the media want
to establish in response to the September11
terrorist attacks would likely do muchto
threaten individual privacy and security
while doinglittle in itself to preventterrorism.
There are manydifferent ID proposals
floating around, but a full-fledged national
ID system would impose a mandatory identification cardfor all citizens andresidentsof
the nation. In The Limits of Privacy, Amitai
Etzioni, an enthusiast for this and other
forms of round-the-clock surveillance of
innocent people, describes national ID cards
as "domestic passport-like documentsthat
citizens of manycountries, including democracies, are required to havewith themat all
times."
Etzioni states that such a card has three
characteristics: (1) all citizens andresidents
"of a given jurisdiction" musthaveit; (2) all
must carry it and present it on request by
authorities; (3) each card mustbe linked to
database with other information about the
person. "Notethat presenting such identification is required evenwhenthere is no specific evidencethat a crime has beencommit-

ted or a regulation violated," he explains.
Most current proposals tout the benefits of
linking the cardholder to a national database. The proposals vary only with respect
to what kind of informationis to be included
in the database, which would aggregate
and combine data from sundry existing
databases.
Many proponents of the proposed
"trusted traveler card" for airline passengers
would like every possible kind of information about you to be included in the database, everything from your criminal record
to how you bought your tickets to your
travel record. The moreinformation that is
collected, the morerobust will be the profile
that is constructed. Thepurposeof the profile wouldnot merelybe to flag those with a
violent criminal record whoare on the run
from the law. It also would be to predict
howlikely a terrorist threat you are basedon
such factors as howyou bought your ticket
and whether your nameis Arabic or AngloSaxon. The implicit premise is that no one
can be secure unless everyoneis treated as a
criminal suspect.
The United States already has experience
with schemesof universal or quasi-universal
identification. The Social Security number,
often in conjunction with the state-issued
driver’s license, has becomea kind of de
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